Amends Title [NO] Amends Title [NO] Date __________________________, 2019
Third Edition

Representative Meyer

moves to amend the bill on page 52, lines 6-13 by rewriting the lines to read:
1  "(a) When adopting, modifying, or amending a health and safety program and the
2  instructional and supplemental materials for that program, a local board of education shall
3  provide both electronic and written notice to all parents of students in the local school
4  administrative unit of the opportunity to review those materials in the program repository, as
5  provided in G.S. 115C-102.50,
6  (b) The notice to parents provided for in subsection (a) of this section shall include the";
7  and
8  
9  on page 53, line 33 by deleting the citation "G.S. 115C-102.35(c)." and substituting the citation
10  "G.S. 115C-102.35(b)."; and
11  
12  on page 58, lines 19-22 by rewriting the lines to read:
13  "SECTION 7.22.(cc) All local boards of education shall establish a program
14  repository of current health and".
15  
16  
17  
18  
19
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